Proposed Trail Corridors*
- Bay to Baker Trail
- Coast Millennium Trail
- Nooksack Trail
- Nooksack Loop Trail
- Bellingham-Mt. Baker Trail

Constructed Trails
- Bay to Baker Trail
- Coast Millennium Trail
- Nooksack Trail
- Nooksack Loop Trail
- Bellingham-Mt. Baker Trail

Incorporated City

Precise location of proposed trails has not yet been determined

* Proposed trail corridors reflect the County’s goal of developing county-wide trail network which have been identified through a parks and recreation public planning process that span decades. Long range parks and recreation goals and policies emphasize a cooperative approach, working with willing land owners to accomplish recreational goals.

Note: Trails sharing the same corridor are depicted separately to illustrate that they are different trails. More than one trail sharing the same corridor will generally be constructed as a single trail.

Source:
- Whatcom County PDS 2015 (base)
- Whatcom County Parks 2015

* Any representation or interpretation of this map is done so at the risk of the reader. The information contained in this map is for general guidance only and is not for navigation or legal purposes. This map is not a legal document and is not intended to be taken as such. The map is subject to change without notice and should not be relied upon to determine property boundaries.

Legend:
- National Forest
- National Forest Boundary
- T37N
- T38N
- T39N
- T40N
- T41N
- Miles
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